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About This Game

Ziggurat Three Dimensional Chess(TM), is a true three dimensional environment which combine the familiar movements of
standard chess and exciting new moves never seen before. The rules of movement are easy to learn so beginners will be playing
their first game in minutes. Along with the standard board, which is the lowest level of the Ziggurat and the chess pieces on it,
there are seven additional levels and twenty five additional pieces to move. While the standard pieces stay on the lowest level,

like ground forces in a real war, the additional pieces have unique moves that can take them to new squares on the same or
different levels - up or down! Some stay only on even or odd levels while others move between all of them. The Wizard is the
most powerful piece with dramatic reach in many different directions - like a super Queen! Falcons move in jumps between
levels, between and through other pieces similar to knights, while Paladins are knights - but able to move in L-steps up and

down as well as across! The other new pieces: Guards, Ballistas and Cardinals also have their own unique moves through the
Ziggurat game board. Watch the videos to get an idea of how these pieces move. But one thing stays the same in Ziggurat 3D

Chess - to win you must checkmate your opponents king!
The ultimate challenge of Ziggurat is greater than chess, because there are more pieces, more squares and more ways to move.
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Title: Ziggurat 3D Chess
Genre: Free to Play, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Michael Lampel
Publisher:
Lampel Enterprises
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Vista

Processor: x86

Memory: 100 MB RAM

Storage: 100 MB available space
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